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Organizing Department Quiz Club

Associate Dept. | NSC
Quiz Club
Ignittron Clubs
Electronics and Communication Engineering

Date 27/03/2024

Time 09:30 AM to 12:30 PM

Event Type Club Activity

Event Level NSC

Venue Veena Hall

Total Participants 96

Faculty - External 80

Students - Internal 16

Related SDG

Resource Persons

Sl Type Name Designation Company Email Phone

1
Resource

Person
Praveen Jayaraj Quiz Master

MULTIVERSE

QUIZZING
multiversequizzing@gmail.com xxxxxxxxxx

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Pradeep Kumar G Convenor

Outcome

Quiztopia proved to be an engaging and intellectually stimulating event, drawing a large number of participants who were eager to test their
knowledge across various categories. The event fostered healthy competition and camaraderie among participants as they tackled
challenging questions and engaged in friendly banter. Through Quiztopia, participants not only showcased their intellect but also expanded
their horizons and learned new facts and trivia. Overall, Quiztopia was a resounding success, leaving participants with a sense of
accomplishment and a thirst for more quizzing adventures in the future.

Event Summary

The Quiztopia Quiz Event, held on March 27th, 2024, at Veena Hall, attracted 80 enthusiastic participants eager to engage in intellectual
competition. The event aimed to foster friendly rivalry and intellectual growth among students. The proceedings commenced with a warm
welcome extended to all attendees, including external students and also internal, who displayed remarkable enthusiasm. Renowned quiz
master Mr. Praveen Jayaraj infused the event with his expertise, guiding participants through a diverse array of challenging questions
spanning various categories.Throughout the quiz, participants showcased their knowledge and quick thinking, fostering a lively and dynamic
atmosphere. Their active participation and mutual encouragement underscored the camaraderie and passion for learning present at the
event. As the competition progressed, participants demonstrated sportsmanship and collaboration, emphasizing the value of teamwork in a
competitive setting.In conclusion, Quiztopia proved to be a resounding success, blending camaraderie, learning, and fun. It provided a
valuable platform for intellectual stimulation while emphasizing the importance of collaboration and sportsmanship. Participants departed
with a sense of accomplishment and a deeper appreciation for the spirit of quizzing.
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